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Executive Summary

This essay describes the origins of the divided China problem and how
it has become the most troublesome factor in Sino-U.S. relations. From
interviews and documentary evidence, the authors argue that Taiwan
and mainland China achieved a détente in April 1993 and agreed on
rules for negotiations to take place. Rather than propose a federation
formula for resolving the Taiwan-China sovereignty issue, and to
counter the 1979 federation proposal offered by Beijing’s leaders, the
LeeTeng-hui administration tried to redefineTaiwan’s relationshipwith
“China” and win U.S. support for its strategy, thereby undermining
Sino-U.S. relations and aggravating Taiwan–mainlandChina relations.
The authors propose how the divided China problem might be peace-
fully resolved and argue that the U.S. government and Congress should
extend military support for the Republic of China regime only on the
condition that it negotiate with the People’s Republic of China regime
under the “one-China” principle to resolve the divided China problem.
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THE DIVIDED CHINA PROBLEM
Conflict Avoidance and Resolution

The year 2000 will be no ordinary year for Taiwan or mainland China.
The events of the past decade have so soured relations between the two
sides that this year could bring either peace or war to the Taiwan Strait.

On April 27, 1993, more than three hundred journalists gathered
in Singapore to observe two representatives of Taiwan and mainland
China, divided sinceOctober 1, 1949, sign three agreements and a joint
accord, signaling a breakthrough for peacefully negotiating the end of
the Chinese civil war. Both sides began negotiating as equals while
agreeing to different interpretations of Taiwan’s relationship to China,
or the “one-China” principle. But these negotiations, conducted by
private agencies (for Taiwan, the Straits Exchange Foundation, or SEF,
and for mainland China, the Association for Relations across the Tai-
wan Strait, or ARATS), collapsed after mid-June 1995 when President

The authors wish to thank Director John Raisian of the Hoover Institution, the Gov-
ernment Information Office of the Republic of China, and the Institutes for Taiwan
Research in Beijing and Shanghai of the People’s Republic of China for support to
conduct interviews with many individuals about the divided China problem. We also
thank Zhang Jialin, Robert J. Myers, Michel C. Oksenberg, William E. Ratliff, Zhao
Suisheng, and Wei Yung for criticisms of this essay. None of the above are responsible
for the views expressed by the authors or for errors and omissions that exist. We have
used pinyin to romanize names and places except for those of Taiwan’s leaders.
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Lee Teng-hui visited the United States to give a public address at
Cornell University. Détente never revived, and relations between the
two Chinese regimes worsened.

The second event originated on July 9, 1999. In an interview with
Deutsche Well, a German radio broadcasting company, President Lee
announced that Taiwan would conduct only “special state-to-state”
relations with the PRC regime instead of negotiations under the one-
China principle. President Lee then followed with another declaration,
published in America’s prestigious Foreign Affairs in late 1999, arguing
that Taiwan now had a new national identity.1 He then referred to the
people of that nation as “newTaiwanese” insteadofChinese and accused
Beijing of “regard[ing] Taiwan as a renegade province,” a cliché never
uttered in Beijing but instead coined by American journalists. More
important, President Lee set forth three preconditions as requirements
for Taiwanese negotiations with mainland China: Beijing would have
to show goodwill to Taiwan’s people to overcome their fears of the PRC
regime; that regime would have to renounce the use of force to solve
the “Taiwan Strait issue” (not the divided China problem that origi-
nated from the Chinese civil war); and, finally, the PRC regime would
have to initiate a democratic transition before the ROC regime would
consider negotiating China’s reunification. Beijing’s leaders rejected
Lee’s conditions and countered with conditions of their own.

The next event might have triggered a spontaneous manifestation
of goodwill between the two sides but did not. On September 21, 1999,
at 1:47 a.m., an earthquake registering 7.1 on the Richter scale slammed
Puli City in theRepublic of China (ROC)onTaiwan, causing enormous
damage to property and infrastructure as well as killing around 2,200
persons, injuring 8,700, and making 100,000 homeless.2 The next day
People’s Republic of China (PRC) president Jiang Zemin “expressed
deep sorrow and condolences for the Taiwan people” and promised
immediate monetary and material aid. But as soon as ARATS tele-
graphed SEF to inquire “whether Taiwan needed to request United
Nations aid for Taiwan’s earthquake victims” (because Taiwan did not
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have direct access to the United Nations), a Taiwan newspaper edito-
rialized: “In the beginning, Taiwan was pleased that Jiang Zemin ex-
pressed condolences to Taiwan, but later China behaved hypocritically,
acting like the Central Government. . . . We resent this very much.”3

Construing PRC official remarks as treating Taiwan as a “locality” and
not the independent nation that the ROC government had long
claimed, the ROC minister of foreign affairs, Jason Hu, lambasted the
PRC’s representative to the United Nations, Tang Jiaxuan, for criticiz-
ing President Lee’s “two-state theory” (liangguo lun) in the midst of
Taiwan’s tragedy.4

On February 21, 2000, when legal campaigning for the second-term
election of a president and vice president of the ROC began, the PRC
regime issued a White Paper in response to President Lee’s statements;
that document reminded the United States of Beijing’s long-standing
Taiwan policy, made clear to Taiwan’s people the dire consequences if
negotiations for the resolution of the divided China problem did not
begin soon, and, finally, put its people on notice that their government
was committed, at any price, to initiate peaceful negotiations with
Taiwan.5

ThisWhite Paper, like the one before it, of August 31, 1993, argued
that the Taiwan issue, left over from the Chinese civil war, should be
peacefully settled under the one-China principle, in which Taiwan was
a part of China. The United States should not interfere in China’s
internal affairs by selling weapons to Taiwan, strengthening the Taiwan
Relations Act, or including Taiwan in any future theatermissile defense
system because these acts would violate China’s sovereignty and terri-
tory and force China to use force to resolve the divided China problem.
Beijing also urged the Taiwan authorities to negotiate, as soon as pos-
sible, to resolve the Chinese civil war and not “obstruct the reunifica-
tion” of China.

This statement of principle contained nothing new except for the
PRC’s insistence that negotiations begin soon or else. The ROC regime
responded by dismissing theWhite Paper as “unconstructive.”6 ItsMain-
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land Affairs Council (MAC) merely repeated President Lee’s special
state-to-state position toward the PRC regime. Some Taiwan leaders
urged that the United States sell Taiwan four Aegis destroyers with
antimissile capabilities.7 This request immediately caused a split within
the U.S. government and threatened to worsen the Clinton adminis-
tration’s differences with Congress over the Taiwan issue.8 Many Dem-
ocrats and Republicans in Congress said that the White Paper made
them more dissatisfied with their government’s China policy, and they
vowed neither to grant China’s present normal trade relations nor to
endorse China’s entry into the World Trade Organization.9

The events described above illustrate that a long-festering problem
now threatens the peace and stability of the Asia-Pacific region. As
Assistant Secretary of State for East Asian and Pacific Affairs Stanley
Roth warned Congress on March 25, 1999, the Taiwan issue—or, as we
prefer to say, the “divided China” problem—has become “one of our
most complex and important foreign policy challenges for many years
to come.”10 We contend that the crisis has arrived.

To reduce ignorance and misunderstanding on both sides of the
Pacific Ocean, we narrate the historical events that explain the origins
of the divided China problem and why that problem became a crisis in
2000. We show that both Chinese regimes reached détente and were
negotiating after 1993 but that the LeeTeng-hui administration pursued
a strategy tomakeTaiwan into a nation-state, outside the orbit ofChina,
and to legitimate it with other states, especially the United States and
Japan. In so doing, the Lee administration imposed unreasonable con-
ditions before engaging the PRC in further negotiations, thus buying
time for implementing its strategy. This strategy has received support
from those in the United States sympathetic to Taiwan’s democratiza-
tion and worried about the rise of the PRC regime as an emerging power
in Asia that will eventually challenge the United States. Far worse, the
Lee administration strategy has mobilized support in Beijing for Jiang
Zemin’s second White Paper and for using military force if the ROC
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regime does not soon negotiate a resolution of the divided China prob-
lem.

The U.S. government designed the 1979 Taiwan Relations Act
(TRA) to sell weapons to an authoritarian regime on Taiwan in an
effort to buy time and figure out how to negotiate peacefully with the
PRC regime to end the Chinese civil war. The Lee administration,
however, has tried to use the TRA to buy time for securing international
support for a Taiwan nation-state rather than negotiating a resolution
of the Chinese civil war. Consequently, the Lee administration has
infuriated the PRC regime to the point that its responses to Taipei give
it the appearanceof an arrogant bully coercing a tiny democracy. Finally,
the Lee administration’s policies have divided the U.S. Congress and
executive branch on how to manage Sino-American relations; the Tai-
wan issue now is one of the most serious issues confronting the U.S.
government’s foreign policy.

We conclude that the present crisis can be defused and war avoided
if the newly elected Taiwan president, inaugurated on May 20, 2000,
and his administration, as well as the PRC regime, will return to the
Singapore détente of 1993 and negotiate under a one-China principle
to resolve the sovereignty issue of Taiwan’s relationship with China.
We propose how the two regimes can resume negotiations and eventu-
ally agree to a cooperative framework in which they can realize their
best interests, peacefully end the Chinese civil war, and gradually pro-
mote China’s unification.

China Divides: 1949–1950

In 1911 a revolution overthrew the 267-year-old Qing dynasty. That
revolution, however, did not establish a government capable of restoring
China’s greatness and modernizing the country to make it prosperous
and democratic. Revolutions typically produce chaos despite the grand
hopes of the revolutionaries, and China suffered that fate. By 1915,
powerful warlords had taken over the ROC’s capital, Beijing, and the
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country becamemired in civil war. Two newmajor political parties were
formed in 1919 and 1921: the Guomindang (GMD—this was the third
effort byGMDactivists to form that party) and theChineseCommunist
Party (CCP). In 1923 they entered into an alliance in Southeast China
with the aim of defeating the northern warlords and unifying China.
Within four years, that alliance had collapsed, and the two parties were
attacking each other, setting the stage for China’s new civil war. After
the GMD-led military forces had defeated the northern warlords, their
generals and GMD leaders pledged loyalty to a new leader, Chiang Kai-
shek. In 1927Chiang andhis supporters formed anewROCgovernment
in Nanjing. This government launched ambitious modernization pro-
jects, poured monies into strengthening the military, and tried to ex-
terminate the CCP and its guerrilla forces, which had retreated into
various mountainous districts of South China. By early 1937, the Na-
tionalist governmenthad driven theCommunists into the impoverished
Northwest, improved transport and urban infrastructure in East-Central
China, and extended its authority over nearly half the country. China
was beginning to be unified, to attain some prosperity, and to achieve a
semblance of peace, but the Nanjing government was on a collision
course with imperial Japan.

Fearing that a resurgent Chinese nationalism, championed by
Chiang’s Nationalist government, might try to eradicate Japan’s infor-
mal empire in the Northeast, Japan’s military attacked China in July
1937 with the goal of swiftly defeating Chiang’s military forces and
making it a client state of imperial Japan. But China, under Nationalist
leadership, resisted, and Japan became bogged down in a Chinese quag-
mire. Meanwhile, the GMD and the CCP had agreed to cooperate to
defeat Japan. This war to resist Japan lasted eight years, decimated the
Nationalist government, fragmented the country, and caused enormous
loss of life and property. In the midst of that horror and misery, two new
developments arose. Between 1941 and 1943 the Nationalist govern-
ment forged an alliance with the United States, which began supplying
military and economic aid to the Nationalist government, even after
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the defeat of Japan on August 15, 1945. U.S. support of the Chiang
Kai-shek regime did not end until 1949. Meanwhile, during the war
years, the CCP and its military forces, under the leadership of Chairman
Mao Zedong, used Mao’s guerrilla tactics and his strategy of forging a
popular front alliance between local elites and villagers to expand their
control over much of the countryside of northwestern and northern
China. When World War II ended on August 15, 1945, Mao and the
CCP introduced land reform, which removed local elites from village
power and established a new village and township leadership loyal to
the CCP.11 At the same time, the GMD and CCP resumed their armed
struggle to unify China.

In autumn 1945, communist forces moved into Manchuria and
obtained superior weapons from the Soviets, who had been there since
August. The Chinese Communists occupied vast parts of the country-
side by imposing land reform and establishing their village and township
governance. By usingMao’s strategy of encircling the cities and isolating
them from the countryside, CCP troops, now in possession of better
military equipment, soon defeated the American-trained Nationalist
forces and advanced southward into North China.12 By January 31,
1949, Communist troops had occupied Beijing, and onOctober 1, 1949,
Chairman Mao stood at Tiananmen to proclaim the founding of a new
Chinese state, the People’s Republic of China.13

Despite many hundreds of millions of dollars in U.S. military and
economic aid given to Nationalist China between 1945 and 1949, the
GMD-led Nationalist government never provided the leadership, the
tactics, or the official and civil organizations necessary to win the civil
war. Decliningmorale andmounting corruption also weakenedNation-
alist leadership, and within a year the CCP-ledmilitary forces were able
to defeat the Nationalist government in a series of battles in North,
Central, and South China.

By early 1950 the new communist government had unified the
China mainland and begun military preparations for invading Taiwan,
where the Nationalist leader, President Chiang, and his son, Chiang
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Ching-kuo, had fled on May 25, 1949. Father and son, along with
remnants of the GMD and Nationalist government, vowed to make
Taiwan their last-ditch stand. On July 14, father and son flew first to
Canton and then to the Southwest (where the Nationalist government
had relocated in 1938 to resist Japan), hoping to build a guerrilla base
to resist the CCP. But they found no popular support for their cause
because the local people and elites, remembering the years of oppressive,
corrupt Nationalist government rule, had decided to welcome the new
communist regime. Taiwan was now Chiang Kai-shek’s last hope. But
why Taiwan?

Taiwan, first settled by aboriginal tribes and then by Chinese im-
migrants, came under Qing state control when Admiral Shih Lang
landed on the island in October 1683 after defeating the forces of the
Ming under the leadership of Zheng Chenggong. The Qing quickly
incorporated Taiwan as a prefecture of Fujian province, just across the
Taiwan Strait.Waves of Chinese immigrants began colonizing the west-
ern side of the island, farming the land to produce tea, sugar, and rice
for export to the mainland. By the mid–eighteenth century the Qing
had sinicized the island’s occupants and was even transforming the
culture and society of the aboriginal tribes. After 1885, the Qing court
conferred provincial status on the island and began strengthening its
defenses and infrastructure. As a province of imperial China, its schol-
ars, administrators, and ordinary people saw themselves as Chinese.

But on August 3, 1884, imperial Japan declared war on the Qing
government. Japanese forces quickly defeated the Qing’s best naval and
army units, forcing China’s leaders on April 17, 1895, to cede to Japan
“in perpetuity and full sovereignty” the islands of Formosa (Taiwan)
and the Pescadores.14 For the next fifty years, Japan not onlymodernized
its Taiwan colony but even turned a large segment of the island’s people
(who were descendants of immigrants from Fujian and Guangdong
provinces) into thinking and behaving like Japanese.

But Taiwan’s colonial fate was sealed on November 26, 1943, when
the leaders of the United States, the United Kingdom, and Nationalist
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China met at Cairo and agreed “that Japan shall be stripped of all the
islands in the Pacific, which she has seized or occupied since the begin-
ning of the First World War in 1914, and that all territories Japan has
stolen from the Chinese, such as Manchuria, Formosa, and the Pesca-
dores shall be restored to the Republic of China.”15 Similarly, on July
26, 1945, the leaders of the United States, the United Kingdom, and
the Soviet Union again met at Potsdam and proclaimed that “the terms
of the Cairo Declaration shall be carried out and Japanese sovereignty
shall be limited to the islands of Honshu, Hokkaido, Kyushu, Shikoku
and such minor islands as we determine.”16 On October 25, 1945, Jap-
anese forces on Taiwan finally surrendered to the Nationalist govern-
ment’s General Chen Yi. Taiwan and the Pescadores immediately re-
verted to Nationalist China’s control, and all overseas Taiwanese were
immediately accorded citizenship of the Republic of China.

As the first Chinese governor of Taiwan province after fifty years of
Japanese colonial rule,GeneralChenYi introduced amixture of policies
that by the spring of 1946 had established a command economy, which
stifled the island’s economic recovery, and had promoted democratic
elections, which unleashed enormous popular enthusiasm while allow-
ing a free press to criticize Governor Chen’s administration. These
diverse developments, along with the clash of the mainland and Tai-
wanese culture and the fact that mainlanders held most of Taiwan
province’s administrative jobs, fomented anger and bitter feelings be-
tween Taiwanese and mainlanders. Social tensions increased, and on
February 28, 1947, when a Taipei citizen was accidentally shot and
killed by a policeman, an uprising quickly spread across Taiwan’s major
cities, toppling mainlander authority.17 Two weeks later, Nationalist
troops from the mainland arrived and ruthlessly suppressed the insur-
gents, slaughtering a large (exact figures are not known) number of
Taiwanese elites and citizens. Meanwhile, the Nationalist government
quickly replaced Governor Chen Yi and sent new officials to reform the
island, but Taiwanese and mainlander relations had been severely dam-
aged.
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Therefore, when President Chiang and his son arrived in Taiwan
on May 25, 1949, Taiwan was their last hope of refuge, but a majority
of the island’s people did not admire the Nationalists. President Chiang
began rebuilding the island’s administration, reorganizing the GMD,
preparing the island’s defenses, and hoping for a miracle. On January 5,
1950, expecting the island to fall soon into communist hands, President
Harry Truman stated that “the United States will not provide military
aid or advice to Chinese forces on Formosa.” His secretary of state, Dean
Acheson, on that same day had this to say: “The President says, we are
not going to use our forces in connection with the present situation in
Formosa. We are not going to attempt to seize the island. We are not
going to get involved militarily in anyway on the island of Formosa.”18

All signs indicated that the United States had finally washed its hands
of the Chiang regime and that civil war soon would end, leading to
China’s reunification.

But some six months later, on June 25, 1950, North Korean armor
and infantry slammed deep inside South Korea. President Truman and
his advisers immediately reassessed the intentions of the Soviet Union
and communist-ruled North Korea. They concluded that “the occupa-
tion of Formosa by Communist forces would be a direct threat to the
security of the Pacific Area and to United States forces performing their
lawful and necessary functions in that area.”19 Thus, on June 27, Presi-
dent Truman informed the United States and the world that “I have
ordered the Seventh Fleet to prevent any attack on Formosa. As a
corollary of this action, I am calling upon the Chinese government of
Formosa to cease all air and sea operations against the mainland.”20

The United States decided to restrain both Chinese regimes from
going to war. The two political parties that had contested each other in
China’s long civil war governed separate territories, divided by the
TaiwanStrait. These twoChinese regimeswould continue their struggle
but in different ways. The United States still had not been able to
extricate itself from China’s civil war. In fact, it was U.S. intervention
in the Taiwan Strait that created the divided China problem of today.
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A crucial legacy of U.S. intervention was that the PRC leaders believed
that the United States had cheated them of a historical opportunity to
unify the country. In their hearts they vowed never to allow foreign
intervention to obstruct China’s reunification. For that reason, Amer-
ican leaders must heed Beijing’s warning that it intends to unify China,
whether by peaceful means or by force.

Two Chinese Regimes: Two Kinds of Struggle

Furious that American military power had been sent to the Taiwan
Strait to prevent PRC forces from taking Taiwan, Mao Zedong and his
minister of foreign affairs, Zhou Enlai, denounced such intervention in
China’s civil war. The PRC also appealed to the United Nations, with-
out success, to condemn American intervention in China’s internal
affairs. Chinese resentment of American actions to protect Taiwan
likely emboldened the PRC’s decision to enter the Korean War. In
response, the United States began building alliances in the Asia-Pacific
region to contain the spread of communism. On April 18, 1952, the
United States arranged for the ROC and Japan to sign a peace treaty;
onDecember 21, 1954, theU.S. andROCgovernments signed amutual
defense treaty.21 In a similar way the United States gradually cobbled
together a series of alliances with Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, the
Philippines, Australia and New Zealand, and even some Southeast
Asian states as well as Taiwan to contain Communist China.

Meanwhile, the two Chinese regimes began building the societies
their respective political parties advocated as best for China and its
people. The CCP, by imposing its power on urban elites and extending
its control to the villages, swiftly began to replace the market economy
with a socialist-type command economy, extolled theMarxist andMao-
ist ideologies as the doctrine of truth for the Chinese people, and orga-
nized a cooperative-type society by merging the workplace and family
household.

Having imposed martial law in July 1949, Taiwan’s GMD initiated
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local elections in 1950 in which “limited democracy” gradually evolved
under single-party rule and developed a state-guided market economy.
Confucianism, Western liberalism, and Sun Yat-sen’s doctrine com-
peted for popular support, and family households had a high degree of
freedom of choice. By 1960, the two Chinese societies were diverging
along different development paths, with the Beijing regime exerting
almost total control over society, whereas the Taipei regime allowed
society greater scope of freedom but crushed any criticism or activities
challenging its legitimacy.

Both regimes also nurtured Chinese nationalism to arouse the pub-
lic’s enthusiasm for reunifying China. In the summer of 1953, when the
Korean War ended, the PRC leadership suddenly realized there was no
national policy to mobilize popular sentiment for resolving the Taiwan
problem. In June 1954 Mao Zedong informed Zhou Enlai, then in
Geneva brokering a peace between the communist Viet Minh and
France, that “we were wrong not to press for the liberation of Taiwan
immediately after the conclusion of the Korean War. If we do not do
that now, we will repeat the same political mistake.”22

On July 23, 1954, the CCP propaganda machine went into action.
The People’s Daily announced that “ we must definitely liberate Tai-
wan.”23 Throughout mainland China, CCP cadres began holding dis-
cussion meetings to whip up enthusiasm for the PRC to recover Taiwan
while hoisting banners that proclaimed “We must definitely liberate
Taiwan.”24 In 1954, and again in 1958, the government ordered the
extensive shelling of the offshore island Jinmen to convince theChinese
people on both sides of the Taiwan Strait of the PRC’s serious intention
to recover Taiwan. To ensure the public’s commitment to achieve the
nation’s goal of “liberating Taiwan,” the PRC regime inserted that mes-
sage into textbooks, conducted study sessions led by the CCP, andmade
frequent public statements to that effect.

On Taiwan the ROC regime also used nationalism to mobilize the
populace to oppose communism and recover the mainland in order to
reunify China. Under the banner of preservingChinese civilization, the
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regime produced textbooks and propaganda emphasizing that Taiwan
was part of China. The authorities revised the primary schoolbooks so
that they taught the national dialect and stressed Chinese history, ge-
ography, literature, and Confucian ethics. At the same time they dis-
couraged using the Taiwan dialect and rarely mentioned Taiwan’s ex-
perience under Japanese colonial rule. Meanwhile, the ROC
government made covert preparations to take advantage of any popular
uprising on the mainland and gathered intelligence about the solidity
of the communist regime. Between 1952 and 1953 the Nationalist
government cooperatedwith theAmericanCIAunit to launchChinese
guerrilla attacks on communist-held offshore islands across fromTaiwan
for the purpose of diverting Chinese troops from the Korean War to
SoutheastChina.25 But theU.S. government soon aborted the operation
and devoted its attention to preventing the ROC government from
carrying out any military activities against the mainland or any covert
operations in western and southwestern China.26

Meanwhile, each regime continued to claim sovereignty over a one
China that included Taiwan. The PRC Constitution’s preamble pro-
claimed that “Taiwan is part of the sacred territory of the People’s
Republic of China. It is the inviolable duty of all Chinese people,
including our compatriots in Taiwan, to accomplish the great task of
reunifying the motherland.”27 The ROC regime used its 1947 Consti-
tution, approved by the National Assembly in that same year, to claim
that the 1911 “existing national boundaries shall not be altered except
by resolution of the National Assembly.”28 A majority of the National
Assembly elected in 1947 had found refuge in Taiwan, where they not
only routinely voted every six years to elect the ROC’s president and
vice president but held the political power to revise the ROC Consti-
tution.

Each regime also competed for diplomatic recognition and entry
into international organizations such as the United Nations. Neither
regime offered dual diplomatic relations with another country that had
established diplomatic ties with the other. Between 1954 and 1969 the
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ROC regime, with American support, increased its diplomatic ties with
other nations from thirty-nine to sixty-nine, securing recognition from
themany new nations established in those years.Meanwhile, from 1965
to 1969 the PRC regime’s friendly states declined from forty-eight to
forty-four, largely because of the great Cultural Revolution that swept
China in those years. The United States had managed to retain the
ROC’s original seat in the U.N Security Council and even mustered
member support each year to prevent the PRC from gaining entry into
that body. But after 1969 the tide shifted, and in 1971 a new majority
of U.N members (but not the two-thirds required) approved the PRC
replacing the ROC in the Security Council.

President RichardNixon and theU.S. StateDepartment responded
by arranging for the ROC to retain its seat in the Security Council
while admitting the PRC as a General Assembly member. This scheme
soon proved unworkable and was altered to ensure that the United
Nations would not expel the ROC while allowing the PRC to hold the
Security Council seat. President Chiang Kai-shek now had the option
of having the ROC represented in the General Assembly as a “little
China” or “Taiwan-China” or being expelled while adhering to the
doctrine that the ROC represented all of China.29Meanwhile, theROC
delegate to the United Nations, Liu Kai, did not coordinate with the
American U.N delegate, George Bush, and it soon appeared that there
might not be enough votes to keep the ROC in the U.N General
Assembly. Fearing this, Chiang ordered Liu Kai to walk out of the
United Nations in October 1971 before it could call a critical vote to
expel the ROC. In this way the ROC claimed that it withdrew on its
own volition and had not been expelled. But the ROC regime paid a
high price for adhering to principle. If it had accepted a lesser status in
the United Nations and the PRC regime agreed, these two Chinese
regimes might have been able to resolve their differences.

As early as June 15, 1971, President Chiang had informed his Na-
tional Security Council and government that “we must live with self-
respect and self-reliance, and we must not be alarmed in this changing
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world.”30 Although the ROC regime tried to retain other nations’ dip-
lomatic recognition of its nation-state status, it steadily began losing
diplomatic recognition. By 1978 only twenty-nine nations still had
diplomatic relations with the ROC. In 1975 Chiang Kai-shek died, and
in 1978 Chiang Ching-kuo became president Meanwhile, the U.S.
government had decided to engage the PRC regime to prepare for
eventual government-to-government relations. As Sino-American re-
lations improved, the U.S. government decided that the time had come
to disengage from the divided China rivalry.

On January 1, 1979, the United States broke relations with the
ROC and terminated its treaty alliance. Although internationally iso-
lated, the ROC regime steadfastly claimed sovereignty over mainland
China’s territory and remained committed to China’s reunification. To
make matters more complicated for Sino-American relations, on April
10, 1979, President Jimmy Carter signed into law the Taiwan Relations
Act, which committed the U.S. government to sell military weapons
to the ROC regime and “to consider any effort to determine the future
of Taiwan by other than peaceful means, including by boycotts or em-
bargoes, a threat to the peace and security of the Western Pacific area
and of grave concern to the United States.”31 TheU.S. government still
had not been able to extricate itself from the Chinese civil war, largely
because of strong congressional pressure on aDemocratic administration
and president who belatedly realized that American public opinion
strongly supported this legislation and wanted a continuing U.S. com-
mitment to protect the ROC regime’s security.

For three decades the two Chinese regimes had been adversaries,
competing in every possible way to project their influence in the world
while awaiting new developments each hoped could be exploited to
gain an advantage over the other. Both regimes remained committed
to the reunification of China, yet each developed a different system of
governance, economy, and society. The ROC regime gathered relevant
intelligence information about mainland China, but its leaders inter-
preted that information in such a way as to delude themselves to believe
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the PRC regime was so dysfunctional it would soon collapse. The PRC’s
leaders were preoccupied with domestic issues and their deteriorating
relations with the USSR. Meanwhile, a leadership change was begin-
ning to take place in the PRC, whereas in the ROC, a political oppo-
sition was using local elections to challenge the GMD leadership to
promote true democracy. For these reasons, the year 1979 became a
watershed for Taiwan Strait relations.

Toward Peaceful Coexistence and Détente

The death of Chairman Mao Tse-tung in September 1976 created a
leadership vacuum that was soon filled by Deng Xiaoping, the CCP’s
most original mind and politician par excellence. Deng accurately
sensed the people’s alienation from the party and state and was aware
of the enormous waste and inefficiency of the Maoist command econ-
omy that had brought the country to a state of near exhaustion and
ruin. Deng formulated a compelling vision for China’s people: To make
China powerful and prosperous, they would work to raise its productive
powers instead of engaging in divisive “class struggle,” and to that end,
the state and party would initiate reforms to open up the country to the
outside world. Emboldened by having separated the United States from
the ROC regime, Beijing’s leaders decided on a new approach toward
the divided China problem. They would propose to Taipei’s leaders to
embark on peaceful negotiations to agree upon a new formula, a novel
concept of federation, for ending the division of China.

Beijing’s leaders argued that “we are all from the same ancestors,
and we are all one family. We share a common position by which we
can reach an understanding based upon consensus (gongtong), and we
should develop three channels (santong) for communications and find
four ways for exchange (siliu).”32 Beijing then offered Taipei some con-
crete proposals to bring these developments about.

On January 1, 1979, the Standing Committee of the Fifth National
People’s Congress issued “A Message to Taiwan Compatriots” calling
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for negotiations to achieve China’s reunification. Then on January 30,
Deng Xiaoping told the U.S. Congress, “We no longer use the phrase
‘liberate Taiwan’; so long as Taiwan returns to the Motherland, we will
respect the reality and the existing system there.”33 On September 30,
1981,Marshall Ye Jianying, chairmanof theNational People’sCongress,
issued a nine-point proposal calling for negotiations between the CCP
and GMD, expanding people-to-people exchanges, promising Taiwan
a high degree of autonomy after reunification, and guaranteeing that
Taiwan’s way of life would not be changed. On January 26, 1983, Deng
advanced a six-point policy based on the new formula that China could
be reunified as “one country having two systems.” That formula was
later spelled out byDeng tomean that, after reunification,Taiwanwould
have a high degree of autonomy as a part of China; it could be called
China-Taiwan, have a special flag, and preserve its constitution,military
forces, system of government, and way of life. Moreover, no mainland
troops would be dispatched to Taiwan, and the PRC government would
never interfere with Taiwan’s special status as part of China.34

On January 1, 1979, ROCpremier SunYun-suan dismissedBeijing’s
peace initiatives as lies designed to reduceAmerican support for Taiwan.
He also said that “history tells us that those who believe Communist
lies always have suffered a tragic fate.”35 Premier Sun challenged the
PRC regime to show its sincerity by respecting human rights, discarding
Marxism, eliminating the CCP dictatorship, and abolishing commu-
nism.

On April 4, 1979, President Chiang Ching-kuo announced that
theROCgovernmentwould adopt the principle of “three noes (sanbu),”
whichmeant theROCwould have nonegotiations,no communications,
and no compromise with the PRC regime. Second, the ROC govern-
ment intended to promote the peaceful transfer to the PRC regime of
Sun Yat-sen’s three principles of the people—the doctrine that had
guidedGMDpolicymaking onTaiwan—so thatChina eventually could
be unified under a single polity.36 PresidentChiangwas unable to present
a blueprint for how that transfer should take place. The ROC regime,
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clearly on the defensive, was groping for a strategy to counter the PRC’s
“peace” initiatives.

Meanwhile, newdevelopmentswere takingplace behind the scenes.
Taiwanese businesspersons began traveling through Hong Kong to
China on special permits issued by the PRC regime, and indirect trade
between the two regimes rose rapidly. Between 1979 and 1985, total
trade between the two regimes rose from $US 77 million to $US 1.1
billion, or more than twelve times in nominal terms.37 More-informal
contacts between journalists, intrepid tourists, and fishermen also took
place. Contacts between sports people, academics, and students also
increased. Although rarely mentioned, these exchanges had rapidly
expanded by the mid-1980s to accompany the following developments.

By 1981 the PRC had established “at least fourteen Taiwan Fish-
ermen Reception Stations located in the provinces of Zhejiang, Fujian,
and Guangdong,” and in that same year, three thousand Taiwanese
fishermen and four hundred fishing boats sought shelter in these sta-
tions.38 Although mainland fishermen rarely entered Taiwan’s harbors,
after the ROC regime lifted martial law on July 15, 1987, their numbers
rose, leading to a brisk two-way traffic of fishing boats visiting each side’s
harbors.

Another contact between the two regimes involved their agreeing
in March 1981 to participate in future Olympic Games,39 a triumph of
pragmatism over passionately held principles. The PRC agreed to be
designated the “Chinese Olympic Committee (using its flag and na-
tional anthem), and the ROC agreed to be named the “Chinese Taipei
Olympic Committee” with its anthem and flag being different from
those presently used.Taipei agreed to change thename, flag, and anthem
to participate in future Olympic Games, and the PRC gained entry into
the Olympics.

Still another example of contact was the Asian Development Bank
(ADB) issue. The ROC, a founding member of the ADB, faced a chal-
lenge in 1983 when the PRC applied for ADBmembership and insisted
that the ROC be expelled. In May 1985, Beijing changed its position,
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stating the PRC should be admitted as sole representative of China
whereas the ROC could remain as Taiwan, China, or Taipei, China.
The United States and other ADB members had previously insisted
that the PRC be admitted only if it agreed not to demand that the ROC
be expelled, and for that reason, the PRC accepted the compromise.
President Ronald Reagan even sent his national security adviser, Wil-
liam Clark, to Taipei to press the ROC to accept; on March 10, 1986,
the ADB admitted the PRC, and the ROC stayed in ADB as Taipei,
China.40

Then on May 3, 1986, a pilot flying an ROC China Airline (CAL)
747 Boeing cargo plane hijacked the plane to the PRC.41 The ROC
regime wanted CAL to negotiate with the PRC through a third party
for the return of the plane. Beijing responded by asking CAL to send a
representative to Beijing. CAL countered by urging that Hong Kong’s
Cathay Pacific Airway handle the problem in Hong Kong. From May
17 to 20, 1986, a CAL representative and a Beijing representative from
the Civil Aviation Administration Bureau met in Hong Kong and
reached an agreement to return the plane, cargo, and crew to Taiwan.

Finally, on October 15, 1987, the ROC’s Executive Yuan passed a
law, strongly encouraged by President Chiang Ching-kuo, that permit-
ted retired ROCmilitary personnel to visit mainland China to see their
relatives. This arrangement, organized through the International Red
Cross, was welcomed by the PRC, and soon after the ROC reciprocated
by welcoming PRCmilitary personnel visiting their relatives in Taiwan.

These new contacts between the two Chinese regimes showed cre-
ative diplomacy and pragmatism as well as an awareness that coopera-
tion, particularly through trade and investment, yieldedmutual benefits.
As a consequence of this change in behavior, by 1990, the total amount
of trade between the two regimes had increased to US $4.0 billion,
nearly a fourfold increase in nominal terms over that of 1985. But just
as both regimes increased their contacts, on January 13, 1988, President
Chiang died, signaling the passing of an era in Taiwan.

From 1978 until early 1988, President Chiang Ching-kuo had pre-
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sided over path-breaking reforms: revising the local election law in 1980,
initiating GMD reform in 1985, lifting martial law in mid-1987, and
promoting political parties to form and liberalizing the media in late
1987. The 1980s were also years of street demonstrations, reaching their
peak around 1987–88 and then declining. Yet democracywas fast taking
root in the ROC regime.

Still unable to formulate a new policy toward the PRC, on July 12,
1988, at the thirteenth party congress, the GMD could agree only to
“concentrate on Taiwan but closely observe mainland China and to
express concern about mainland China.”42 The GMD’s monthly inter-
nal reports onmainland affairs still warned partymembers of the present
danger. By welcoming Taiwan business enterprises and their invest-
ments, the CCP was undoubtedly using the standard “united front”
tactic to produce cleavages in Taiwan’s society by encouraging groups
sympathetic to the PRC (especially businesspersons eager to invest in
the mainland) to pressure the ROC government into hasty negotiations
that would endanger Taiwan’s security. As a resurgent CCP tried to
reform the PRC economy and strengthen the military, the ROC gov-
ernment repeatedly told its people that Taiwan’s defenses must be
strengthened. Taiwan continued to lobby the U.S. Congress to adhere
to the Taiwan Relations Act, thus permitting the ROC to purchase
weaponry from the United States in order to maintain the military
balance of power in the Taiwan Strait.

After serving nearly two years as acting president, in March 1990,
the National Assembly elected Lee Teng-hui as the eighth Taiwanese
president for a six-year term. Having narrowly defeated a bid by his
party’s conservative wing to elect its presidential (the Taiwanese Lin
Yang-kang) and vice presidential (the mainlander Chiang Wei-kuo)
favorites, the new president began to replace the National Assembly in
order to revise the ROC Constitution. Lee also was charting a new
policy toward the PRC regime. He wanted to mobilize popular support
for a new China policy to counter the PRC’s offer that party-to-party
negotiations be held. Lee also wanted to tap into Taiwanese national-
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ism—then being expressed in debates about the ROC regime’s future—
to support his administration’s China policy.

Taiwan nationalism denotes the linguistic, cultural, ethnic, and
ideological awareness of being Taiwanese instead of Chinese. These new
sentiments, increasingly expressed after 1989, echoed those by Taiwan-
ese elites before and after World War II who had made similar argu-
ments.43 This new wave of Taiwanese nationalism affirmed that Taiwan
and its people were very different from mainland China and its people
and that Taiwan was not part of China. As Taiwan nationalism spread
after 1989, it competed with the “mainland China fever” that had
emerged in the 1980s when relations between the two regimes had
improved.

It was during this period that President Lee established theNational
Unification Council (NUC) on September 21, 1990, to draft a new
China policy.44 The NUC did not include representatives of the main
opposition party, the Democratic People’s Party (DPP), because the
DPP refused to participate. Meanwhile, President Lee, who served as
NUC chairman and set the agenda, invited persons of both genders,
from the main professions, and of different ethnic groups, to serve in
the NUC.

On January 28, 1991, the NUC announced a new China policy
embodied in its unification guidelines calling for China’s reunification
in a three-phase process. In the first phase, both regimes would expand
nonofficial, people-to-people contacts, renounce the use of force, re-
spect the jurisdiction of each other’s territories, and not deny the other’s
existence as a political entity. If these developments took place, the
second phase would commence. Both regimes would then set up chan-
nels of official communications to establish direct postal, transportation,
and commercial links across the Taiwan Strait. Officials of both sides
could then visit each other. After these activities became routine, the
third phase would begin by forming a bilateral consultative body to
“jointly discuss the grand task of unificationandmapout a constitutional
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system to establish a democratic, free, and equitably, prosperous
China.”45

OnMay 1, 1991, President Leemade another historicmove. Backed
by the National Assembly, he abolished the Temporary Articles passed
in 1949 (which gave the office of the President enormous powers) and
declared that the state of war between the two Chinese regimes was
over. President Lee also vowed that Taiwan would never use military
force to unify China.

Five months before, on January 18, 1991, the NUC and the office
of the president had recommended that parliament (the Legislative
Yuan) approve the establishment of a ministry under the Executive
Yuan called the Mainland Affairs Council (MAC). The very next day
the MAC approved the establishment of the SEF to engage in direct
negotiations with the PRC regime. On December 16, 1991, the PRC
regime established ARATS to negotiate with Taiwan’s SEF. Both re-
gimes had quickly moved to create the machinery for nonofficial con-
tacts and negotiations.

These new developments, coinciding with the deepening of Tai-
wan’s democracy and growing Taiwanese nationalism, were partly en-
couraged by the accelerating exchanges and growing trade across the
Taiwan Strait. Between 1987 and 1992, more than 4.2 million visits by
people from Taiwan to the mainland took place, with about 40,000
visits by mainlanders to Taiwan. Indirect trade between the two regimes
was over US $10 billion, and Taiwan businesspersons had invested as
much as US $10 billion in the PRC regime.

Despite these favorable trends,Taiwan specialists in thePRCregime
worried about the new public debate in Taiwan over whether the ROC
regime’s future lay with the unification of China or becoming indepen-
dent of China. That debate had first surfaced in September 1989, three
months beforeTaiwan’s local elections,when theDPPwon a resounding
election victory by capturing six of the twenty county/city positions, a
first for the opposition party.46 As Taiwan’s elites passionately debated
the issue of “independence” versus “reunification,” public opinion polls
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showed that in late 1990 around 30 percent favored unification, only
2.9 percent supported independence, 25.0 percent wanted the status
quo, and 22.2 percent held no opinion or could not respond.47

The public debate about Taiwan nationalism did not go ignored in
Beijing. On June 7, 1991 the TaiwanAffairs Office of theCCP’sCentral
Committee, responding to the debate in Taiwan as well as the ROC’s
unification guidelines, sternly warned that the PRC regime would not
renounce the use of force against the ROC regime if (l) foreign forces
interfered in China’s reunification, and (2)elements in Taiwan tried to
create “two Chinas,” “one country, two governments,” or “Taiwan in-
dependence” in effect concluding, “We will never sit by and watch
Taiwan become ‘independent.’”48 Despite this grim warning, and the
ROC regime’s rejection of it, both sides approved establishing SEF and
ARATS to facilitate cross-strait negotiations.

But both regimes immediately collided over how they should ne-
gotiate under the principle of one China. On August 1, 1992, Taiwan’s
MAC stated the problem this way: “Both sides of the Taiwan Strait
agree that there is only one China. However, the two sides of the Strait
have different opinions as to the meaning of one China. To Peking, one
China means the People’s Republic of China, with Taiwan to become
a Special Administrative Region (SAR) after unification. Taipei, on
the other hand, considers one China to mean the Republic of China,
founded in 1912 and with de jure sovereignty over all China. The ROC,
however, currently has jurisdiction only over Taiwan, Penghu, Kinmen,
and Matsu. Taiwan is part of China, and the Chinese mainland is part
of China as well.”49

OnMay 20, 1992, ARATS standing deputy chairman Tang Shubei
proposed that both sides temporarily table the issue of the meaning of
one China and adopt a pragmatic approach to resolve some practical
issues generated by the exchanges between the two Chinese regimes.50

The ROC’s NUC responded and adopted a resolution on August 1,
1992, spelling out the different meanings that could be offered for one
China:51
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• First, both sides adhere to two different views of one China: The
PRC argues that after reunification Taiwan will become a special
administrative region (SAR) under the PRC, whereas the ROC
contends that one China means the ROC founded in 1912 has
sovereignty of all of China, but actual administration of only
Taiwan, Penghu, Kinmen (Quemoy), and Matsu. Taiwan is a part
of China and the mainland is also part of China.

• Second, since 1949 China has been divided into two political
entities.

• Third, the ROC government has a program for national reunifi-
cation and hopes that the PRC will seek truth from fact and build
a free, democratic, commonly rich, and single China.

After agreeing to set aside the Taiwan-China sovereignty issue, the
chairmen of SEF and ARATS, Koo Chen-fu and Wang Daohan, met
in Singapore on April 27, 1993, and signed four agreements. These
agreements related to howSEF andARATSwould conduct their affairs:
notarizing certificates, registering mail service, convening regular meet-
ings, and finally designating a time and place for future meetings. Both
sides agreed to respect each other and to try to reach consensus. The
Wang-Koo accord also listed the topics for future negotiations: smug-
gling and illegal immigration across the Taiwan Strait, fishery problems,
airplane hijacking, protecting intellectual property rights, and others.
This path-breaking agreement was achieved in the following broad
context:

The PRC regime continued to assert that it would not abandon the
use of military force to facilitate reunification because of fears that
elements in Taiwan were advocating independence and foreign inter-
ference, a veiled reference to the U.S. sales of military weapons to
Taiwan. The ROC regime emphasized that it would not directly com-
municate with the PRC regime unless the PRC agreed to abandon the
use of military force. Both regimes still defined the one-China principle
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very differently and offered different formulas by which China could be
reunified. The gulf between the two regimes seemed cavernous, but the
spirit of the April 29, 1993, Singapore meeting gave rise to what we
refer to below as one negotiating approach both regimes used to resolve
the divided China problem. This détente was a momentous event in
the cross–Taiwan Strait relations since 1949–50.

But just as this approach began to take off, fueled by complex
developments in both regimes during the 1980s, President Lee Teng-
hui, a native Taiwanese, came up with his own ideas. Thus, despite the
progress at theApril 1993 Singaporemeeting, bymid-June 1995 détente
had collapsed, negotiations had ceased, and a major crisis in cross–
Taiwan Strait relations had erupted.

Détente Collapses

The PRC Regime’s Approach

The thaw in cross-strait relations during the 1980s and early 1990s had
promoted trust between the two regimes. Beijing’s leaders had opened
up the mainland market to Taiwanese merchants and investors, en-
couraged people exchanges between the two sides, and discussed how
to resolve airplane hijacking, smuggling, and fishing jurisdiction dis-
putes. By these actions, Beijing’s leaders hoped to end China’s civil war
and resolve the Taiwan-Chinese sovereignty problem..

The PRC regime had agreed to the Singapore détente even though
the Lee administration had begun to implement a “pragmatic foreign
policy” (wushi waijiao) as early as January 20, 1993, when the ROC
Foreign Ministry published its first White Paper, which explained how
the ROC regime intended to conduct its foreign policy. Marking a
radical change in foreign policy from that charted in the Chiang Kai-
shek and Chiang Ching-kuo eras, theWhite Paper explained pragmatic
foreign policy as a means to promote ROC regime relations with other
nations “without any regard for the Mainland Factor.”52 The ROC
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regime would also try to enter international organizations and partici-
pate in their activities, return to the United Nations, and define the
ROC regime as “one entity” of “one China.”53

Rather than break off negotiations, the PRC regime, through the
Taiwan Affairs Office and the Information Office of the State Council,
issued a White Paper of its own on August 31, 1993. This document
described how China had divided and how the United States had
perpetuated that division. It went on to say that only “one China”
existed and that “Taiwan is an inalienable part of China, and the seat
of China’s central government is in Beijing.”54 In effect, just as the ROC
regime had given the world its version of the one-China principle, so
the PRC regime presented to the world its interpretation of that prin-
ciple.

What the PRC regime probably did not know was that the Lee
administration had decided to adopt the pragmatic foreign policy con-
cept first floated in 1980 by Wei Yung, the youngest cabinet minister in
the Chiang Ching-kuo government. Wei had argued that WorldWar II
had spawned multiple systems representing divided states, similar to
what had occurred throughout Chinese history when the imperial state
divided into different regimes.55 According toWei’s reasoning, theROC
regime should use the multiple-state concept to expand its “interna-
tional space” to deal with the 1979 PRC regime’s peace offensive. In
that way, reasoned Wei, the two Chinese regimes could negotiate a
resolution of the Taiwan-China sovereignty issue under the principle of
one China. Instead of adopting Wei’s multiple Chinese state concept
and the negotiating principles it implied, President Lee used it to re-
define Taiwan’s relationship with mainland China, transform the ROC
regime into aTaiwannation-state bearing the nameROC, expand state-
to-state relations with other nations, and lobby abroad, especially in
Washington, D.C., for U.S. support to sell arms to Taiwan and protect
Taiwan’s democracy.

Meanwhile, SEF and ARATS officials agreed to meet on August
29, 1993, in Beijing to discuss the issues of airplane hijacking, smuggling
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in the Taiwan Strait, and jurisdictional rights of fishing fleets. Further
meetings on November 2, 1993, at Xiamen; on December 19, 1993, in
Taipei; on March 25, 1994, in Beijing; on July 30, 1994, in Taipei; on
December 22, 1994, in Nanjing; and finally on January 22, 1995, in
Beijing paved the way for agreements on airplane hijacking and smug-
gling, with the fishing jurisdiction problem still to be negotiated.

In Beijing a convivial evening banquet on January 25 celebrated
the two agreements reached for two of the three “functional issues.”56

But at midnight the SEF director, Jiao Renhe, received a telephone call
from the MAC chairman, Xiao Wanchang, informing him that SEF
should sign either all three agreements or none of them (lian huantao).
Jiao immediately faxed SEF chairman Koo Chengfu in Taipei to resolve
the new complication, but Koo never replied.

On January 26 an embarrassed Jiao told his ARATS counterpart it
would not be possible to sign the two agreements without signing an
agreement on the fishing jurisdiction issue. ARATS’s director, Tang
Shubei, replied, “Yesterday, we could sign for two agreements, but today
the Taiwan side has changed its mind; only Taiwan can explain this.”
Jiao expressed his disappointment but added he was only following
instructions from MAC. Both sides met for another six days trying to
hammer out an agreement on fishing jurisdiction but, having failed to
do so, withdrew, having nothing to show for eighteenmonths of difficult
negotiations.

Taiwan journalists opined that the talks had collapsed because
MAC officials believed that it was better to adopt a tough negotiating
stance than to give away too much. MAC officials also acted in accor-
dance with President Lee, who, it was rumored, had conveyed to MAC
chairman Xiao that a “linkage” strategy should be used for either ex-
tracting better terms from the Beijing side or for negotiating for the sake
of negotiating. Until now, the full story of why these important nego-
tiations collapsed has not been told.

Whatever the true motives of the Taiwan leadership, this setback
did not discourage Beijing. On January 30, President Jiang Zemin sent
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President Lee his eight-point policy for developing cross-strait relations
within a “one China” and “one country, two systems” framework.57

Jiang’s conciliatory proposal can be summarized as follows:
If both Chinese regimes believe there is only one China, Taiwan

can have ties with other states but not on a government-to-government
basis. Taiwan should not try to develop government-to-government
relations, enter international organizations of nation-states, or try to
create “two Chinas” or “one China, one Taiwan.” Both sides should
negotiate to resolve the divided China problem according to this one-
China principle. The PRC regime wants to resolve this issue peacefully
but will use force if elements either within or outside Taiwan try to
bring about an “independent Taiwan.” Both sides should strive for
peaceful unification because Chinese people should not fight Chinese
people. As both sides negotiate, they might consider establishing three
direct links to speed up their cooperation. By engaging each other in
this way, both sides can also uphold and perpetuate the Chinese culture
and way of life. The PRC always will respect the Taiwan people and
their way of life and wants Taiwan’s leaders to visit the mainland.
Hopefully, the people on both side of the Taiwan Strait will arrange a
meeting of national leaders.

The majority of Taiwan’s people welcomed Jiang’s eight points, and
the media endlessly discussed them. Although SEF and ARATS had
not reached any agreements since the Singapore détente began, both
agencies were ready to negotiate. The respective chairmen of ARATS
and SEF, Wang and Koo, were also scheduled for a second meeting in
July 1995 in Hong Kong. While adhering to the Singapore détente
negotiations, Beijing’s authorities responded to the Lee administration’s
pragmatic foreign policy by contesting Taiwan’s efforts to expand state-
to-state relations with other nations. Then a series of events during
1994–95made the PRC regime abandon negotiations and adopt a hard-
line strategy toward the ROC regime.

Taiwan had become increasingly isolated during the 1970s and
1980s, principally because of the strategies adopted by Chiang Kai-shek
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and Chiang Ching-kuo, and Taiwan’s new president was determined to
change that. In 1989, at the GMD’s thirteenth plenum, President Lee
had announced that the ROC regimewould pursue a “pragmatic foreign
policy” to “protect the sovereignty of our nation.”58 By democratizing
Taiwan and insisting that the PRC undertake democratization andmar-
ket economy reforms, President Lee tried to implement his new prag-
matic foreign policy to win international support for the ROC as a state
independent of the PRC and outside the orbit of one China. President
Lee justified this new policy to his supporters and critics at home by
saying that the Taiwan people supported his new foreign policy, which
many did. It became one of the tactics the GMD used to campaign in
elections to win votes.

If Taiwan’s democratization was to advance, then crucial elections
had to be held in 1991 and 1992 for the National Assembly and Leg-
islative Yuan, which had been put in place in 1947. The GMD had to
compete with an emerging opposition party, theDemocratic Progressive
Party (DPP), which was strongly in favor of Taiwan independence. To
continue as the ruling party, the GMD needed to win a majority in the
two electoral bodies. It therefore tried to appeal to the voters by arguing
for (1) gradual negotiations with the PRC regime, provided its leaders
pushed reforms to make mainland China more like Taiwan and (2)
expanding Taiwan’s international space. In 1990 and 1991 “China fe-
ver” raged in Taiwan, meaning that growing trade, investment, and
exchanges with mainland China were the talk of the island. By appeal-
ing to the people of Taiwan’s sense of dignity as well as Taiwanese
ethnicity and nationalism, the GMD won large majorities in the Na-
tional Assembly and Legislative Yuan, enabling it to continue as the
ruling party while advancing Taiwan’s democratization.

Therefore, in 1990 top ROC leaders visited Central America and
targeted small Central African states for diplomatic recognition.59 The
ROC regime tried to persuade Saudi Arabia to continue diplomatic ties
with Taipei even while having government-to-government relations
with the PRC, but Beijing’s pressure on the Saudis proved too great.60
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In May 1994 President Lee went to South Africa for the inauguration
of President Nelson Mandela and then went on to Central America.
Although several small African nations recognized the ROC diplomat-
ically, Saudi Arabia, South Korea, and South Africa eventually suc-
cumbed to Beijing and broke relations with the ROC. But Taipei’s
leaders persisted. In July 1994 the Foreign Ministry announced that it
was mobilizing some “friendly” nations to support its bid to reenter the
United Nations.

President Lee’s feelings toward Taiwan and its relationship with
China surfaced when a Japanese journalist interviewed the president in
May 1994. Speaking in Japanese, President Lee was quoted as saying
that the GMD was an “outside force” when it came to Taiwan in 1945.
For that reason, explained the president, “we must make the GMD into
a party for the Taiwanese people.” He went on to say that he had
“endured all kinds of conditions until now, because I carry the feelings
of the people in my heart. The Taiwanese people expect me to act, and
I am now trying to take action.” Finally, the president compared himself
to Moses, saying that “when we think about the Taiwanese people and
their sacrifices regarding the February 28, 1947, incident, I can only
conclude that my role is like that in the exodus from Egypt.”61 Taken
together, President Lee’s interview gave the impression that he had no
“true feelings of being Chinese” and that the Taiwanese were not like
the Chinese.

As mentioned above, President Lee’s negotiating team had disap-
pointed Beijing’s leaders in January 1995 by not signing two of the three
agreements that SEF and ARATS had been negotiating for many
months, insisting that all three problem issues be agreed on. Moreover,
there had been no response to Jiang Zemin’s January 30, 1995, concil-
iatory eight-point proposal to the Lee administration. On March 8,
1995, Beijing’s leaders learned that Taiwan’s powerful lobby in Wash-
ington, D.C., had helped persuade the U.S. Congress to pass a concur-
rent resolution, by a vote of 97 to 1 in the Senate and 396 to 0 in the
House, granting a visa for an unprecedented visit by Lee Teng-hui to
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the United States.62 At the same time, Taiwan was lobbying for mem-
bership in the United Nations.

These actions so angered Beijing’s leaders that, without any warn-
ing, they ordered their military forces to fire live ammunition in a sea-
and-air maneuver off the coastal areas opposite Taiwan on March 12,
1995. The next day a unit fired guided missiles into the waters off
Taiwan’s Kaohsiung harbor.63 These war games, themost audacious ever
conducted near Taiwan by the PRC regime, shocked Taiwan, angered
the Lee administration, and deeply disturbed Washington.

Despite Beijing’s hard-line approach, President Lee decided on
April 8, 1995, to answer the eight points proposed by President Jiang
Zemin with a six-point reply.64 President Lee began by asserting that
the PRC regime must “respect” the fact that Taiwan and mainland
China have been governed by “two sovereign political entities” since
1949 and that a display of respect was a necessary condition for nego-
tiating China’s unification. He then alluded to all Chinese people hav-
ing pride in Chinese culture and the importance of promoting goodwill
and bilateral exchange. He urged that bilateral trade communications
be expanded and offered Taiwan’s help to improve mainland China’s
agriculture, economy, and living standards. He then insisted that both
regimes participate in international organizations, meaning that both
regimes’ leaders might meet at annual Asia-Pacific Economic Com-
munity meetings. But the PRC must give up the use of force and set
aside its argument that force is required to stop “foreign interference
and Taiwan independence.” Finally, only if both regimes cooperated
could democracy and prosperity be ensured for Hong Kong and Macao.
In effect, President Lee merely repeated the conditions previously im-
posed by Taipei on Beijing; the only new offer was sharing Taiwan’s
agriculture development experience. Lee’s reply was likely regarded as
an insult by Beijing’s authorities.65

Even so, on May 27–28, 1995, the SEF and ARATS discussion
teams met in Beijing and agreed to hold a second round of Wang-Koo
talks. Beijing’s leaders, hoping that this meeting might revitalize the
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Singapore détente, still did not believe that President Lee would travel
to the United States to speak at Cornell. Beijing’s decision to continue
the Singapore détente talks indicated the leadership’s hope that nego-
tiations under the one-China principle (even though the two sides
adhered to different interpretations of that principle) could be contin-
ued. As for Taipei’s leaders, they hoped that, by continuing the Singa-
pore détente negotiations, Beijing might ultimately agree to their con-
ditions (as set forth in Taipei’s two White Papers). Meanwhile, the Lee
administration was perfectly content to promote its pragmatic foreign
policy.

Beijing’s leaders were shocked when, on June 9, 1995, President Lee
spoke at his alma mater, Cornell University. His speech, titled “The
People’s Aspirations Are Always in My Heart,” described Taiwan’s
economic and political miracles and declared that those experiences
could be adopted by the PRC regime, paving the way for the unification
of China. The president emphasized that “ever since I have assumed
office, I have always relied on the people’s needs and hopes as my
political beacon light.” Hoping that the PRC regimewould draw lessons
from Taiwan’s experiences and his style of governance, the president
stated that Beijing must abandon the use of force so that there could be
a “win-win” strategy for both sides to “protect the interests of the Chi-
nese people and enable mutual respect to lead toward China’s unifica-
tion under a system of developing freedom and equality for both the
rich and the poor.”66

While President Lee was visiting the United States, Premier Lien
Chanwent toAustria,Hungary, andCzechoslovakia “to promote purely
academic and cultural private exchanges.”67 The Lee administration
thus hoped to build international support for its nation-state status.

Convinced by early summer 1995 that President Lee was a “closet”
Taiwan independence leader andwas not sincere inwanting tonegotiate
with the PRC regime, Beijing’s leaders realized that they needed a new
approach to revive serious political negotiations. Since the Tiananmen
incident (June 4, 1989), the PRChad been governed by the Jiang Zemin
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and Li Peng factions. These two CCP leaders and their factional sup-
porters had cooperated to reform the economy and polity as well as
implement Deng Xiaoping’s strategy for the peaceful reunification of
China. Now that the Singapore détente had collapsed, the Jiang-Li
leadership decided to conduct war games in the Taiwan Strait.68 If they
did not do so, they reasoned, Taiwan nationalism would engulf Taiwan
and China’s peaceful unification would be impossible. Hoping to con-
vince the U.S. government and Congress that intervention in China’s
long-standing, unresolved civil war could lead only to war between the
two countries, the Chinese leaders also wanted to warn Taiwan’s leaders
and people that refusing to negotiate under the one-China principle
and taking the road of Taiwan independence left the PRC no recourse
but force.

The Jiang-Li leadership also believed that President Lee and Pre-
mier Lien Chan could win the March 1996 presidential and vice pres-
idential elections. Therefore, they reasoned that, by demonstratingPRC
missile launching accuracy and conducting impressivemilitary exercises
on the Fujian coast before the elections, the PRC regime might be able
to, first, sway popular support to candidates more friendly to the PRC;
second, to learn which PRCmilitary organizations and their capabilities
required improvement; third, to convince both the ROC and the
United States that the PRC government was serious about using force
if negotiations did not begin soon; and finally, to alert the PRC regime
and its people that military force could and would be used to resolve
the divided China problem if peaceful negotiations failed.

The events of summer and fall 1995, followed by more military
exercises and missile launches in spring 1996, need not be repeated
here. The display of PRCmilitary force, which brought twoU.S. aircraft
carriers to Taiwan waters, produced much speculation and mixed reac-
tions within Taiwan, the United States, and elsewhere in the Asia-
Pacific region.Many analysts and powerholders now realized theTaiwan
problem was serious, that the PRC regime meant business, and that the
ROC regime should not anger the Beijing leadership. Others argued
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that the United States should adopt a tougher stand toward this emerg-
ing power by containing the PRC. Still others, particularly in Taiwan,
believed that the PRC government would not risk war over Taiwan and
that if its leaders did take such action, the U.S. government would
militarily intervene to protect Taiwan.

Given these diverse reactions to the PRC war games, did the two
Chinese regimes learn anything from their worst crisis since the early
1950s?

The PRC leadership had tried to clarify the ground rules for how
the divided China problem should be resolved. It wanted the Singapore
détente negotiations revitalized and focused on resolving the Taiwan-
China sovereignty issue using Beijing’s federation model of “one coun-
try, two systems.” But if that approach failed, it would use force to resolve
the divided China problem. Meanwhile, the United States should up-
hold the one-China principle and not intervene in the affairs of the
Chinese people. At the same time, the PRC regime intended to block
the Lee administration’s “pragmatic foreign policy.”

Meanwhile, President Lee’s administration had been using a dual
foreign policy approach. Because the Taiwan cross-strait crisis occurred
just before the 1996 presidential election, it was not clear what the
newly elected president, Lee Teng-hui, would now do.

On May 20, 1996, President Lee was inaugurated as the first popu-
larly elected president in Chinese history. In his acceptance speech, he
praised Taiwan’s democracy and its people and emphasized that the
country was entering a new era and therefore must deepen democracy;
he also called for improving economic development, reforming society’s
judicial, educational, and cultural systems, and managing “ the great
Taiwan (and) nurture a new Chinese culture.” To achieve these goals,
the president intended to invite political leaders and other representa-
tives to give their views about “future national development” and thus
build a consensus to “launch the country into a new era.”69 Toward the
end of his speech, President Lee blamed the PRC for not recognizing
the existence of the ROC and for orchestrating a campaign to damage
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his reputation. He also scolded Beijing’s leaders for conducting war
games but promised dialogue with them, rejected the course of “Taiwan
independence,” and called for both sides “to terminate the state of
hostility between them, which will then make a crucial contribution to
the historic task of unification.” He also stated his willingness to “meet
with the top leadership of the Chinese Communists for a direct ex-
change of views in order to open up a new era of communication and
cooperation between the two sides.” By brushing aside the recent crisis,
President Lee was launching a peace offensive of his own.

But had he promised anything really different from what he had
done in the past? Developments frommid-1996 to early 2000 show that
he had not.

Détente Partially Revived, Its Collapse, and Impasse

Beijing’s leaders, however, responded positively to Lee’s speech. On
June 26, 1996, Jiang Zemin at a press conference said that negotiations
for peaceful reunification could begin under the one-China principle.
But neither sidewas able to persuade the other to return to theSingapore
détente negotiations. In fact, the new Lee administration had no inten-
tion of compromising with the PRC regime but clung to the dual ap-
proach of the past, seeking new means to make that strategy work.

InAugust 1996 at a high-levelmeeting in the office of the president,
President Lee stated that “the ROC’s policy must be rooted in Taiwan,
and, in order to take off, there must be a sense of ‘avoiding haste by
being patient’ ( jieji yongren) so that ‘the ROC can gradually, unswer-
vingly achieve China’s unification.’”70 At a September 14, 1996, Na-
tional Management Conference, President Lee introduced this new
policy of “avoiding haste by being patient,” meaning that the ROC
government would monitor business investments and prohibit those
exceeding US $50 million. Therefore, when the Taiwanese tycoon
Wang Yongqing went to Xiamen in the fall of 1996 to discuss building
a large electrical power station, the ROC government asked him to
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withdraw. Although high-profile Taiwan businesspersons criticized the
government’s new policy, the Lee administration did not yield.

In late December 1996 President Lee held his National Develop-
ment Conference, in which the three major political parties agreed that
the ROC was already an independent state and that the government
should negotiate with the PRC only on the conditions set forth in
Taipei’s twoWhite Papers as well as pursue a “pragmatic foreign policy”
to expand Taiwan’s international space. In August 1997 the Ministry
of Education and theNational Institute of Compilation and Translation
introduced three new textbooks emphasizing Taiwan history, society,
and geography while devaluing the “identification of Taiwan as part of
China.”71 At the same time, the ROC regime increased its purchase of
defensive weapons from France and the United States. As the U.S. and
Japanese governments began reappraising their security treaty to con-
sider whether to defendTaiwanunder special circumstances, discussions
also focused on the desirability of including Taiwan in a new theater
missile defense system.

All these developments worried the PRC leadership. Direct nego-
tiations were not taking place, and Taiwan appeared to be drifting out
of the orbit of one China. Therefore, Beijing’s leaders continued efforts
to maintain Taiwan’s diplomatic isolation.72 The PRC downgraded the
embassies of the Dominican Republic, Panama, Tonga, and Belize in
Hong Kong to trade offices when those embassies refused to switch
diplomatic recognition to Beijing. Taipei, meanwhile, persuaded Sen-
egal, Saint Christopher, Nevis, and Paraguay to withdraw their embas-
sies from Hong Kong when the PRC insisted they switch diplomatic
recognition from the ROC to the PRC. But from 1996 until the present,
the ROC has expended huge sums of money merely to retain twenty-
nine countries’ diplomatic recognition because of the PRC’s enormous
pressure on those same nations to break with the ROC.

At the same time, the PRC regime continued to encourage more
ROC enterprises to invest in mainland China. Beijing asked the For-
mosa Plastics Group and President Enterprises to construct electric
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plants in the mainland, which, as mentioned above, did not take place.
But when local officials offered lucrative incentives toTaiwan electronic
firms to invest in the mainland, many did.

The PRC continued to call on the ROC to resume negotiations
based on the one-China principle, but the ROC insisted on discussing
only “functional” issues. In early 1998 Wang Daohan met with a dele-
gation of private individuals from Taiwan and informed them that the
PRC was prepared to talk with Taiwan’s representatives about how the
sovereignty of Taiwan-China might be negotiated under the principle
of one China. On April 1999 Wang Daohan defined the one China
principle that both regimes could use to return to the negotiating table.

There is only “one” China in the world and Taiwan is a part of China.
At this time, there is no reunified China. Both sides ought to cooperate
with all their effort, under the “one China” principle, to negotiate on an
equal basis and reach a consensus on the reunification of China. The
sovereignty and territory of a nation-state cannot be divided. Taiwan’s
political status still ought to be discussed under the premise of the “one
China.”73

According to Wang, negotiations could resume as long as both sides
agreed to negotiate under the principle of one China.Wang’s statement
seemed to imply that, by negotiating as equal partners, both sides might
be able to agree on a definition of one China. To be sure, the PRC
regime had always preferred its formula of “one country, two systems,”
as spelled out in its White Paper, assigning Taiwan to be the region and
thePRCto be the “political center” of “oneChina.”ButWang’s proposal
opened the door to the possibility that the sovereignty of Taiwan-China
could be equally shared between the two regimes.

Because the PRC regime had repeatedly expressed itsWhite Paper’s
interpretation of the one country, two system formula, the ROC regime
had no difficulty persuading many people that Beijing did not respect
Taiwan as an equal and, therefore, that entering negotiations with the
PRC placed Taiwan at a distinct disadvantage. To counter the PRC
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regime’s one country, two system formula, the ROC insisted that it had
every right to try to expand its international space and to wait until the
PRC agreed to its unification guidelines formula. These arguments ap-
pealed to Taiwan’s people, who were increasingly telling public opinion
pollsters that they considered themselves Taiwanese but not Chinese.74

The ROC, therefore, continued to pursue its “pragmatic foreign policy,”
refused to negotiate with the PRC until conditions set forth in the
unification guidelines were met, and stoked the fires of Taiwanese na-
tionalism. The Lee administration made no effort to return to the Sin-
gapore détente negotiations; when Wang formulated his one-China
principle, which left open negotiation of the divided China sovereignty
issue, the ROC regime was not listening.

After both sides had repeatedly called for direct negotiations ac-
cording to conditions unacceptable to both, the deputy secretary-gen-
erals of the SEF and ARATS met in February 1998 and agreed to
facilitate SEF chairman Koo Chen-fu’s visit to the PRC. On October
19, 1998, Koo and his delegation returned from Beijing after having
spent six days visiting Wang Daohan in Shanghai and paying their
respects to President Jiang Zemin in Beijing. Both sides agreed that
Wang would reciprocate the Koo visit by leading a delegation to Taiwan
in 1999 at a time to be worked out by SEF and ARATS. Both sides
seemed poised to resume their negotiations despite high levels of dis-
trust. But this partial détente was short-lived.

On July 9, 1999, when President Lee Teng-hui was interviewed by
the DeutscheWelle Broadcasting Company in Germany, he stated that
constitutional reform in Taiwan had placed cross-strait relations on “a
state-to-state relationship or at least a special state-to-state relationship,
rather than an internal relationship between a legitimate government
and a renegade group, or between a central government and a local
government.”75 President Lee’s comment stunned Beijing and set off a
firestormof discussion anddebate.Beijing’s leaders denouncedPresident
Lee as splitting Taiwan from China and immediately canceled Wang
Daohan’s trip to Taipei. Beijing’s leaders feared that President Leemight
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insert his new two-state theory (liangguo lun) into theROCconstitution,
an act they said would mean declaring Taiwan’s independence.

Reactions to this new crisis were mixed. Some argued that the
president had moved away from the one-China principle and had re-
defined Taiwan’s relationship with China; others argued that what Pres-
ident Lee had said merely reflected the reality across the Taiwan Strait.
But why had he waited until July 1999 to declare that Taiwan must
assume a state-to-state relationship with mainland China without men-
tioning that both regimes were still part of China—the government’s
official line in the past? One explanation is that he was waging a “stealth
campaign” to persuade the Clinton administration to back off from the
“three noes” policy President Clinton had expressed one year before in
Shanghai, June 1998,76 when, in responding to a journalist’s question,
he had said, “Wedon’t support independence for Taiwan, or twoChinas,
or one Taiwan, one China. And we don’t believe that Taiwan should
be a member of any organization for which statehood is a requirement.”
Many have compared Clinton’s words with previous U.S. government
policy statements towardChina and concluded that his remarks signaled
a departure.We disagree. On February 28, 1972, American andChinese
officials drafted the Shanghai Communiqué, which set forth working
principles for how the two nations would resume government-to-gov-
ernment relations. The key statement in that document regarding the
U.S. position on Taiwan reads as follows:

TheU.S. side declared:TheUnited States acknowledges that all Chinese
on either side of the Taiwan Strait maintain there is but one China and
that Taiwan is a part of China. The United States Government does not
challenge that position. It reaffirms its interest in a peaceful settlement
of the Taiwan question by the Chinese themselves.77

Subsequent administrations have adhered to the Shanghai Communi-
qué because it enabled the United States to exit from the Chinese civil
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war and allow the Chinese to resolve that conflict in their own way,
hopefully through peaceful means.

Was President Lee trying to influence a new debate in the United
States after Sino-American relations had soured because NATO
bombed the Chinese embassy in Belgrade in the spring of 1998? We
believe so. This debate deals with whether the United States should
engage the PRC according to the former U.S.-PRC communiqués or
abandon the one-China principle, recognize the reality of a democratic
Taiwan, support its government, protect Taiwan by selling it advanced
weapons, and defend Taiwan in the event that the PRC regime decides
to use military force to reunify China.78 Certainly, it made good sense
for President Lee to influence that debate to favor a strong U.S. com-
mitment for the democratic ROC regime. We address below whether a
change in U.S. foreign policy is in its best interests.

As for President Lee’s July 1999 comments outlining what the
Chinese have called a “two-state theory” (liangguo lun), MAC chairman
SuChi pointed out that the president’s remarkswere intended to oppose
Beijing’s hegemonic one-China principle and its restricting of Taiwan’s
“international space” while allowing both sides to interpret the one-
China principle as they wish. Su Chi warmly welcomedWangDaohan’s
visit to Taiwan.

President Lee’s concept of “special state-to-state relationship” so
irritated the PRC regime’s leadership that it decided to have nothing
to do with him until after the March 18, 2000, presidential election in
Taiwan. In early January 2000 Beijing’s top leaders concluded that DPP
presidential candidate Chen Shui-bian was “unacceptable” and that
either Lien Chan or James Soong Chu-yu would be acceptable as long
as they rejected President Lee’s two-state theory. They suggested that
Wang Daohan visit Taiwan on a goodwill visit, paving the way for the
top leaders of both regimes to sit down and negotiate. On January 18,
2000, PRC Foreign Ministry spokesman Zhu Bangzao stated that Tai-
wan’s election “must not lead to a split or Taiwan independence.” He
added that more than a hundred countries had rejected President Lee’s
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call for “special state-to-state” ties between Beijing and Taipei and that
the “Chinese government and people will never tolerate any split or
Taiwan independence.”

As the year 2000 began, both regimes were still at an impasse.
Having abandoned negotiations, they could only accuse each other of
duplicity. The ROC regime charged that the PRC regime was a bully,
refused to allow Taiwan to have any “international space,” and did not
respect the ROC. The PRC regime countered that it was being duped
by aTaiwanese president who promised one thing but reallywas plotting
to make Taiwan independent. Meanwhile, both regimes continued to
expand and improve their weapons systems, periodically practiced war
games, and allocated more resources to acquire advanced weapons. As
mutual distrust mounted, both Chinese regimes had not come together
even when an earthquake struck Taiwan in September 1999.

But the situation was now far more dangerous. The February 21,
2000, PRCWhite Paper made it clear that Beijing’s leaders had run out
of patience and would not negotiate with another leader like President
Lee Teng-hui.

A Summing Up

The origins of today’s divided China problem go back some seventy-
five years to a very different time and place. At that time, two political
parties and their armies fought each other while both tried to win over
the Chinese people to their ideals. As China’s civil war seemed to be
ending in early 1950, one of those unusual historic turning points took
place: The U.S. government intervened in China’s civil war by allying
with the ROC to counter the PRC.

Beijing’s CCP leaders saw the U.S. government as having cheated
them and the Chinese people of a reunified China. For Taipei’s GMD’s
leaders, theU.S. government had given thema last chance. Each regime
redoubled its efforts to build the new society that would outperform the
other and achieve the moral superiority to reunify China. For the next
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thirty years they confronted and struggled against each other to win
international support for their claims to represent China. In 1972 the
PRC replaced the ROC in the United Nations, and the tide shifted,
with the ROC becoming isolated in the world order. Yet both Chinese
regimes continued their rivalry to win international friends, and each
still claimed its government had sovereignty over the territory con-
trolled by the other.

After President Nixon forged a new agreement with Beijing’s lead-
ers, leading to diplomatic ties between the United States and the PRC,
the U.S. government tried to orchestrate two different kinds of rela-
tionships with the two Chinese regimes. The U.S. government tried to
establish a new relationship with the PRC through economic, social,
and cultural exchanges and reach agreements related to international
security, economic relations, and human rights. In contrast, the U.S.
government tried to have a nongovernment relationship with Taiwan
while selling weapons to it, always hoping it would negotiate with the
PRC. The 1979 TRA legislation did not obligate the United States to
defend a ROC regime whose leader tried to redefine its relationship
from one China into a new nation-state without prior negotiations with
the PRC.

In 1979 the PRC regime offered the ROC regime a one-China
federation formula for peacefully resolving the divided China problem.
Almost fifteen years later, the ROC regime countered with a peace
proposal of its own, but its newpresident, LeeTeng-hui, never countered
the PRC regime’s federation formula with one that could protect Tai-
wan’s democracy and prosperity. Instead, President Lee insisted that
political negotiations could only take place when the PRC regime had
renounced communism, adopted democracy, and accepted a capitalist
market economy, but Lee could not guarantee that Taiwan would ne-
gotiate with a reformed PRC to agree on a federation formula for re-
unification.

Just as détente was achieved by these two Chinese regimes in April
1993, a generational political power shift took place inTaiwan. Its polity
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was democratizing, and significant social, cultural, and ideological
changes occurred, many of which promoted a strong sense of Taiwanese
identity, or what we have described as Taiwan nationalism. Some groups
of the population strongly opposed having anything to dowithmainland
China’s regime, insisting that it be treated as a normal state. They
represented a majority of the DPP and those citizens who were con-
temptuous of Chinese culture.

But around two-thirds of the population preferred that the status
quo relationship of cross-strait relations be maintained. They were will-
ing for the two sides to negotiate agreements that improvedmutual trust
and exchange. They even welcomed the Lee administration’s pragmatic
foreign policy if it did not anger Beijing’s leaders, but few thought about
how such a policy might be perceived in Beijing. These citizens also
held ambiguous attitudes toward the PRC regime regarding the pace of
cross-strait negotiations, wondering whether developing foreign ties
with other countries was worth the trouble if it produced rising tensions
with the PRC regime.79

President Lee seemed able to rally considerable public opinion be-
hind him when he campaigned for the Taiwan presidency in the spring
of 1996. By tapping sentiments of Taiwan ethnicity, the Lee adminis-
trationwas able to justify its postponement of political negotiationswith
Beijing’s leaders by arguing that Taiwan, already a democracy whose
sovereignty lay with the people (zhuchuan zaimin), was always being
bullied by the PRC regime. At the same time, President Lee repeatedly
imposed unrealistic conditions on Beijing’s leaders, demanding they
democratize and develop a capitalist market economy, thus jettisoning
the communist system, before theROC regimewould engage in political
negotiations. Further, President Lee reminded Beijing that Taiwan was
already a sovereign country and scarcely referred to the one-China
principle as any reason for negotiations.

By lauding the virtues of theROC regime’s democracy and capitalist
market economy, President Lee projected an image of a tiny democracy
being bullied by a communist dictatorship. In December 1998 he also
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coined the phrase “new Taiwanese” to praise Taiwan’s new multiethnic
identity, implying that Taiwanwas not really a Chinese society. In these
ways, the Lee administration tried to redefineTaiwan’s relationshipwith
mainland China while avoiding political negotiations.

In the PRC, reforms had opened that nation to new ideas and
possibilities. Beijing’s leaders, ever since Mao Zedong and Zhou Enlai,
believed in the goal of China’s reunification: first Hong Kong in 1997,
Macao in 1999, and Taiwan, in the near future. Leaders after Jiang
Zemin will think in the same way because no leader dares not advance
China’s reunification. Bernard Shaw observed that “a healthy nation is
as unconscious of its nationality as a healthy man of his bones. But if
you break a nation’s nationality, it will think of nothing else but getting
it set again.” For these reasons, the PRC leadership always has been
serious about reunifying a divided China and will continue to make it
one of its top foreign policy priorities. The PRC regime has repeatedly
warned the world not to sell weapons to Taiwan or try to engage in
government relations with the ROC regime. Its second White Paper,
issued in February 2000, must be taken very seriously by the U.S. Con-
gress and government.

At the same time, Beijing’s leaders have been prudent and patient,
preferring peaceful negotiations of a federation approach they call the
one country, two system model. Agreeing to negotiate disputes over
airplane hijacking, smuggling, business investment and property rights,
they hoped that confidence-building on both sides would lead to the
adoption of a federation formula. But the Lee administration under-
mined the Singapore détente talks by pressing its pragmatic foreign
policy, while imposing unreasonable conditions for engaging the PRC
regime in serious political negotiations. For these reasons, the issues of
ending the civil war and resolving the sovereignty of Taiwan-China
have never been negotiated.

Various Taiwanese elites in the 1980s and 1990s discussed the fed-
eration framework offered by Beijing’s leaders and proposed different
federation formulas. For example, on June 7, 1995, Lin Yang-kang, the
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New Party’s presidential candidate, suggested that a Chinese common-
wealth (banglian) could be a solution for the divided China problem.80

But these discussions never produced an alternate formula that the
people and elites supported. Nor did the Lee administration encourage
any public discussion of a federation formula that would benefit Taiwan
and still satisfy the PRC. This absence of debate and the public’s accep-
tance of the Lee administration’s strategy left the PRC regime’s one
China, two systems as the only federation formula. After the PRC re-
gimerepeated its federationformula in itsWhitePaper, thepeople inTai-
wan rejected it and were not eager to negotiate with the PRC regime.81

Does the PRC regime have the military power to force Taiwan to
the negotiating table? This is a very different question than whether
Beijing has the military capabilities for taking over Taiwan, to which
the answer is clearly no, not at this time. But the PRC has the capability
to harass Taiwan and cause social and economic turmoil. Our position
is that the PRC regime does not want that kind of a military conflict
and is interested only in negotiating to determine Taiwan’s status in the
polity called China. The PRC authorities want to avoid a military
conflict, but they are committed to using some form of force to compel
the Taiwanese authorities to engage in political negotiations. How,
then, can these two regimes, separated for so long, resolve their differ-
ences and misunderstandings?

AModest Proposal for
Conflict Avoidance and Resolution

In late February and early March of the year 2000, the most fiercely
fought election in Taiwan’s history took place since elections for local
officials began in 1950. Five teams of presidential and vice presidential
candidates competed; three ran so closely that it was impossible to
predict the outcome even on the eve of the election day, Saturday,
March 18. After 83 percent of all eligible voters cast their ballots be-
tween 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m., the DPP candidate, Chen Shui-bian,
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and his running mate, Annette Lu, triumphed, winning 39.9 percent of
the votes, followed by independent James Soong with 36.8 percent, and
the GMD candidate, Lien Chan, obtaining only 23.1 percent. This
election, closely watched around the world, was the most important
event inTaiwan’s recent political history because it removed frompower
the GMD party, which had held power for fifty-five years. This political
turnover could have deep implications because the new ruling party has
been strongly committed to building a Republic of Taiwan having nor-
mal state-to-state relations with the PRC regime. In fact, the DPP’s
founding charter contains an article committing the party to hold a
referendum for the people to decide the fate of their government as
soon as it becomes the ruling party.

But Chen Shui-bian campaigned on the platform that he would be
a president for all the people, not just for a political party, and that he
intended to work for the improvement of relations with the PRC. A
November 1999 DPP White Paper wanted to “promote the overall
normalization of relations between Taiwan and China” but made no
mention of Taiwan negotiating under the one-China principle. More-
over, the DPP refused to discuss the national sovereignty issue.82

Because Beijing’s leaders understood only too well theDPP’s history
and its words, Premier Zhu Rongji warned Taiwan voters on March 15,
three days before the elections, “to shun a pro-independence candidate
in the weekend presidential elections and said they would not get a
second chance if they ignored him.”83 This bellicose threat by Beijing’s
leaders and their meddling in Taiwan’s internal political affairs likely
caused some to switch their votes to Chen. But, more worrisome for
future cross-strait relations, Premier Zhu’s remarks stung U.S. Congress
leaders, and many vowed they would vote for the new bill enhancing
the Taiwan Relations Act, vote against admitting the PRC into the
World Trade Organization, and even consider committing the United
States to defend Taiwan. Fortunately, Chen’s postelection victory state-
ments could discourage such actions because the new president-elect
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immediately called for improving relations between Taiwan and main-
land China.

In a matter of days President Chen proposed to Beijing that the
DPP remove the controversial article from its party charter, suggested
that three forms of communication be improved between the ROC
island of Jinmen and the PRC’s Xiamen city, and invitedWang Daohan
to his May 20 inauguration. In these conciliatory gestures, however,
President Chen revealed the weakness of his presidential mandate. His
party’s Central Committee leaders could not agree to remove the con-
troversial article and promised to study the matter. The current govern-
ment cabinet opposed any improvement of communications between
Jinmen and Xiamen because the matter required more study. And Bei-
jing, responding on behalf of Wang, stated he would not be visiting
Taiwan.

In early May 2000, Tang Shubei, deputy director of ARATS, was
quoted as saying that “one China does not necessarilymean the PRC.”84

By advancing this new definition of one China, the Beijing leadership
conceded, according to Tang, that “the sovereignty and territory of
China cannot be divided, but regarding cross strait relations, both sides
are equal, and there is no relationship between ‘center’ and ‘locality.’ ”

OnMay 20 PresidentChen deliveredhis inauguration speech, spell-
ing out how his administration intended to lead Taiwan in the first four
years of the twenty-first century.85 He praised Taiwan’s democracy and
promised to establish honest government and adherence to the highest
human rights standards. President Chen finally addressed cross-strait
relations, pledging that if the PRC regime did not use force, his admin-
istration would not undertake the following:

• Declare Taiwan’s independence

• Change the regime’s name

• Place the concept of state-to-state relations in the ROC Consti-
tution
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• Hold a referendum to establish an independent Taiwan

• Abolish the NUC and the National Unification Guidelines

Declaring that war would be destructive for both sides, President Chen
urged each side’s leaders to use benevolence and wisdom and adhere to
the principles of goodwill, reconciliation, active cooperation, and per-
manent peace to improve cross-strait relations.

Chen’s speech neither mentioned one China nor indicated how to
negotiate the divided China issue. The president praised the greatness
of Taiwan and lauded its people but avoided provoking the PRC regime.
Chen’s administration had extended the olive branch of peace and
promised cooperation with the PRC.

Beijing’s measured response welcomed President Chen’s intentions
but, convinced of his sincerity, stated that negotiations under the one-
China principle cannot be postponed forever. A sigh of relief must have
been uttered in both Taipei and Washington when Beijing’s leaders
promised they would take a “watch and see” approach toward the new
Chen administration.87

After having made concessions, both sides should now seize this
historic opportunity to reappraise their goals and means and try to
establish a cooperative framework to coexist in peace under the one-
China principle. President Chen can be a great peacemaker by consid-
ering a commonwealth arrangement to offer Beijing and mobilizing
domestic support for it. Hemight prefer to negotiate interim agreements
with Beijing to expand cooperation, but his administration cannot delay
too long in addressing the divided China problem. Meanwhile, Presi-
dent Jiang Zemin and his associates can give peace a chance by respect-
ingTaiwan’s democratic, free society and accommodatingTaiwan’s pref-
erence for a commonwealth under the one-China principle.

Step-by-step negotiations to advance a cross-strait dialogue can be
achieved as follows. First, both regimes should make the April 1993
Singapore agreement the basis for a new beginning. They can refer to
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Wang Daohan and Tang Shubei’s one-China principle to be equal
partners in a discussion to share the sovereignty of China. Before they
address that issue, however, some confidence-building measures should
take place. Both sides should instruct SEF and ARATS to meet and
begin negotiating the three functional issues (fishing rights, highjacking,
and smuggling) which had been the subject of their meetings before
January 1995. If both sides can agree on those three functional issues,
Wang Daohan and Koo Chen-fu could meet in Taiwan andWang could
pay his respects to the new president and vice president of the ROC
regime.

The Wang-Koo meeting then sets the stage for planning enlarged
SEF and ARATS meetings, rotating between Beijing, Hong Kong, and
Taipei, to develop an agenda for political discussions to resolve the
Chinese civil war and the sovereignty of Taiwan-China. As both these
issues are closely connected, they cannot be resolved separately. Both
Chinese regimes will have to make major concessions: the ROC regime
will have to set aside its demands that the PRC recognize the indepen-
dent status of the ROC regime and renounce the use of force and be
willing to negotiate according to the one-China principle; if the PRC
regime can agree on the three functional issues with the ROC regime,
Taipei’s and Beijing’s leaders could immediately address the resolution
of the Taiwan-China sovereignty issue.

Both sides must then bring to the table their proposals for how a
commonwealth or federation model can be negotiated. There is no
reason why the ROC regime must accept the PRC regime’s 1979 fed-
eration proposal. Moreover, Beijing’s leaders could win Taiwan’s good-
will by offering a cooperative framework similar to the one described
below.

How can each side agree to define China so that both regimes can
be satisfied about how its regime is defined as a part of China? The term
China not only denotes a civilization but signifies a territory. In recent
times the term greater China (da zhonghua) has come to signify the
existing PRC-administered mainland territory, the special administra-
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tive regions (SARs) of Hong Kong and Macao, and the ROC-admin-
istered territory of Taiwan, the Pescadores, and the off-shore islands. If
both regimes can accept the concept of greater China as signifying
China, they should then be able to designate that a China common-
wealth (da zhonghua banglian) is the equivalent of China. In this way,
the principle of one China denotes a clear meaning, not only for both
regimes but for the world. More important, both regimes now share the
sovereignty of one China.

Agreeing upon a China commonwealth to mean China upholds
the principle of one China and signifies the first phase of China’s uni-
fication. This agreement signals a breakthrough, but both regimes still
cannot end the Chinese civil war without rules in place to provide
incentives for each regime to be committed to upholding the China
commonwealth concept. There must be a framework of agreed-on rules
to enable all partners to develop their respective societies according to
their goals and means and still enjoy mutual cooperation and respect as
partners of one China. At the same time, these rules must provide
incentives for both regimes to commit to preserving the China com-
monwealth to make this phase of China’s reunification secure and
meaningful. To that end, the ROC regime must abandon its pragmatic
foreign policy, and both sidesmight agree to amoratoriumon expanding
their military power along the Taiwan Strait.

Both regimes would negotiate the rules in three important areas:
first, direct contacts between their territories via telecommunications,
air and sea transportation, and postal services; second, those matters
pertaining to foreign affairs; and, finally, military defense. Negotiations
to determine these three categories of rules will be long and difficult.
Yet both regimes could address them sequentially or simultaneously.
Once rules were established for these three kinds of regime interactions,
both could turn to the civil war issue and conclude a treaty repudiating
the use of force. Both regimes could then designate how long this China
commonwealth arrangement would operate and define the terms under
which both sides might agree to have closer coordination and cooper-
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ation to establish a China federation. Under a China commonwealth,
however, rule compliance between the two sides would promote direct
links, improve cooperation between the respective military establish-
ments, and allow for some expansion of the ROC regime’s international
space under terms permissible to the ROC.

By 2001, if both Chinese regimes have failed to return to their
Singapore détente negotiations and still prefer confrontation, tensions
will have increased and the current military buildup will have acceler-
ated. These developments can produce conflict, possibly involving the
United States. Although Beijing’s leaders have felt cheated by former
president Lee Teng-hui, President Chen Shui-bian can still be a peace-
maker by initiating political negotiations with Beijing. Some Beijing
leaders and their factions have even considered using a timetable to
resolve the divided China problem, which would only make the current
crisis worse.

In November 2000 there will be a newly elected American presi-
dent. He and his team should work closely with Congress to encourage
cross-strait negotiations.We urge that the new administration andCon-
gress try to understand why the divided China problem has become so
serious for Sino-American relations. The TRA legislation of 1979 con-
tains appropriate ambiguity for encouraging both Chinese regimes to
negotiate and requires no tinkering. We recommend that Congress and
the new administration agree not to supplyTaiwanwith furtherweapons
at this time. That decision can be reviewed after Taiwan’s authorities
have offered a commonwealth formula to negotiate in good faith with
Beijing and Beijing has positively responded.

What about the debate now evolving in the United States over
whether the United States should defend, at any cost, a democratic
Taiwan even if that means again intervening in the internal affairs of
the Chinese people and possibly risking a war between the PRC and
the United States. The Taiwan-Chinese sovereignty issue has been one
of many factors driving China’s military modernization in recent years.
But once political negotiations begin between the two Chinese regimes,
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that factor will count far less for justifying their future military buildups
along the Taiwan Strait. Just as negotiations are taking place between
nations involved in the divided Korea issue, so should negotiations
between Taiwan and mainland China help to normalize their relations.

Our history of the Taiwan–mainland China regime rivalry reveals
that political negotiations are possible. Beijing’s new one-China prin-
ciple provides the only basis for nurturing a cooperative framework
between the two regimes. The U.S. government and Congress should
insist that this principle serve as the basis for negotiating a common-
wealth federation formula by which both sides can cooperate as one
China and yet be independent. U.S. interests will be best served by
cross-strait negotiations rather than by encouraging a military buildup
along the Taiwan Strait and committing to defend Taiwan under any
circumstances.

Twentieth-century history has brought enormous tragedy to the
Chinese people. Taiwan’s people were spared some of that suffering
because, as a colony for a half century, they were isolated from the
turmoil on the China mainland. But Japanese colonialism and many
decades of Nationalist government rule created a complex society with
ethnic tensions. Expanding cooperation between the ROC and PRC
regimes can heal ethnic rivalry in Taiwan and improve their economic
and social integration, helping to preserve regional peace and prosperity.
Despite the differences that now characterize these two Chinese soci-
eties, they share much in common. Prolonged and creative negotiations
are the only way both regimes can build a cooperative framework to
peacefully coexist in the future as equal partners of one China.
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